It is well-known th&t solving the ini.tial-value problem for the heat equation forward in time takes ,a "rough"
Itwil fllw, i~ a~thr~bsta~ reul 6-i~isp~tertha -heefoethep~nt
holds for nonnegative solutions of any once of the above problems ((5) being understood in the sense of distributions).
Estimates of the form (4), (5) are types of "regularizing effects" in that the quantities estimated for t > 0 need not be sensible at t = 0. We comment on the rather subtle implications of the estimates (4) , and (5) in particular cases at some length in Section 2, and we pay there due respect to the difference between the assertion (4),.,which is an estimate of the "speed", and the stronger assertion that the "velocity" u'(t) exists and admits the corresponding estimate.
This note is divided into two sections. Section 1 presents the abstract results concerning solutions of the equation u' -B(u) and its perturbations uhder various assumptions (always including that B is~homogeneous). These results are elementary estimates on the difference quotients h (u(t+h)gu(t). Sectidn 2 discusses the interaction of the abstract results with-particular problems, including those listed above, and itis partly expository.
Estimates in evolution problems of velocities u'(t) by expressions involving, l/t are familiar in several contexts. Perhaps the, closest in spirit to those given here occur when 
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but rather than deal withi (E) directly we shall wzork here only with its solutions. These solutions are assumed to be presented to us 'by some theory or construction in the form
The property ()of B3 is taken to be reflected in S by e identities (1 + ~)(
6)
and, in particular,
Proof. We use (HS) with
The estimates (6)-follow fiom. this and () For the next result we assume that X is equipped with-a relation > under which it is an ordered-vec&toi space and'that SC:t) respects this order.
Theorem 2. Let X be an ordered vector space with the order relation denoted by '.Let SCt) satisfy 
Proof. There are two c~ses,. If a > 1 ,r w'return to (8) and observe that
>1I.
Thus 'A "x.> x and so A (S (010"
7", inequality (9) is obtained by dropping this nonnegative term from the right hand side of (8) and multiplying by ax-I > 0. The parallel reasoning if 0 < a < 1 shows that the term just dropped is now nonpositive, so we have the opposite inequality than above =zoing from (8),
which becomes (9) again upon multiplication by a-l < 0.I
In applications of Theorem 2 there is sometimes a nonnegative linear functional A x + m which is preserved by S(t) , i.e.
(10) AS(t)x Ax for t >0,x cC, x >0
and-X is a lattice. The notation k supb~c,01, x_ -inffx,0} will be used.
Corollary -3,. In addition to the-conditions of theorem 2 assume that X is a vector lattice,
The following estindm svai for tdh -0 and v c
=0
'From (9) and S(t)x > 0 we-also-hive
Applying A t6'the neulte.M anusn (1)-mis(1. Isolution of (FEY and B is homogeneous of degree a leads to (15) 
Remarks. If
In order to minimize bookkeeping problems we will assume simply that X ib a Banach spacc
and CcX x (0,-_ X) is given together with
when -the alj~Ients lie in the domain of (S). 
and u is Lipschitz continuous on each compact subset of
Of course the argument is just as before. The relation (F11) yields, with Iiu(t)'II -L(IXfl +-aT)e 1T' for 0 < t < T NexE we use (17). with f(t)-p(u(t).) and the estimnates-(23), (24) to conclude that for
Set F, h/t above-and Tiheftirnate (27) gives-a-iew ;estisiate
where isytaohrcntant, whbse'precise dtrubtdiewe leave to-the raeb~~ed only -on allowed -4iantities. T beiiig arbitrary th&,krcbf is-coffplete.,
-V Section 2. Examiples and Applications
We begin by reviewing one abstract -heory for (E) which guarantees that (FHS) and (ML)
hold whenever B satisfies (11) and one additional condition. The t,.eory tnvomjrasses the three classes of examples (1)., when the various conditions of (27) are satisfied. Roughly, (27) defines a simple implicit
Euler approximation of (Es')-' and we are defininq solutions of (EF) ' to be the uniform limits 
1=_4 -i7 7i
The differentiability and speed of u are independent of -t. An-estimate on the speed does -imnply some regularity in x as described above, buta~t-does not imply u(t) c D(B).
The nonlinear problems '(2) ~,a ;4 1, coizesponds to the m-ldissipatiVe operators
in L, (IR) and the operators S~ to which they give-rise'-respect the order of L (in) ((101, 1) . It is not true here that solutions of (1), in' the sense of distributions are unique and extra conditions must be laid upon solutions,-so caled entro6py conditions. See (201, 
